
PPS/RSP 2015-09 Submissions to the COW 
after the Agenda and Materials were sent out: 
-Early Input from Central Saanich (pgs 1-41) 
-Public Input (pgs 42-83)



















































































 
From: Sonia Santarossa  

Sent: Monday, April 27, 2015 3:52 PM 
To: Paula Steele; Sheila Norton 

Subject: Fwd: CRD - RSS - please include with public correspondence. 
 
Sent from my Samsung device 

 
-------- Original message -------- 
From: CRD Chair   
Date: 04-27-2015 3:17 PM (GMT-08:00)  
To: Sonia Santarossa   
Subject: FW: CRD - RSS - please include with public correspondence.  
 

From:   
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2015 1:59 PM 

To: CRD Chair; CRD Sustainability 

Cc: Gary Holman.MLA 
Subject: CRD - RSS - please include with public correspondence. 
 
Good afternoon,  
Further to my earlier correspondence, I am sending you additional documentation for your information, 
and for inclusion in the discussions of the CRD Regional Sustainability Strategy. Please include this within 
the public feedback on the RSS and please advise when I may speak to my correspondence at the CRD 
meeting. 
Thank you, 

 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
 
From: Ryan Windsor  
Date: Wed, Nov 12, 2014 at 6:43 AM 
Subject: Re: It's (apparently) not easy being green. 
To:  
 

 
Your decision to send this out in this form unfortunately is compromising my strategy. Our procedures 
bylaw allows members who voted in favour to bring back items for reconsideration. I am awaiting the 
outcome of the election to see if the next council will be more moderate allowing me to bring it back for 
reconsideration if I am elected. 
You might consider that has I voted against the decision would have been 4 in favour to 3 opposed. It 
would have proceeded as such and I would have less ability to act effectively on doing anything about it. 
Ryan 
—————————————— 

 
 

 
 
 



On Nov 11, 2014, at 8:50 PM,  wrote: 

Good evening Ryan, 
I have already registered my disappointment with Council's decision to bring forward to the CRD RSS 
process the attached major amendment to our Urban Containment Boundaries, without any public 
consultation.  
As I noted in my correspondence to Council, this move is a very large departure from our OCP, and the 
proposed new urban/industrial lands are in an area where residents have stated numerous times over 
the span of many decades that they do not want this land to be developed via urbanization or 
industrialization. I also note that this major change is being done in rather a "cart-before-the-horse" 
fashion, as it attempts to create a defacto change to the OCP, via sneaking the district-level change in 
the back door through the regional RSS revision process. In so doing, it avoids public process in Central 
Saanich - where the residents will be affected - and defers public process and criticism to the CRD level - 
where it has already been rejected. I won't ask at this point why Council seems to feel that it is 
appropriate to include plans to pave an area of arable farmland in a sustainability strategy.  
You will recall that the CRD also recently rejected a proposal to urbanize this very same area. As noted in 
my correspondence to Council and as has been stated many times on the record throughout the lengthy 
debate on this issue - this land is arable land, with better quality soil than in many parts of Canada. As 
such, it makes no sense whatsoever to pave over it, should one wish to ensure that future generations 
wish to have future food security, or make their own viable land use planning decisions. 
Please explain why you voted in favour of putting this proposal forward to the CRD - particularly in light 
of the fact that you recently - on September 7th, 2014 - took the Chef's survival challenge pledge, and 
stated inter alia:  “As an elected official, I pledge to support protection of the Capital Region’s supply of 
arable land in decisions on land use and Agricultural Land Reserve exclusions, municipally and 
regionally.” (movie attached)  
I have attached a photograph of the arable land that you just voted to move forward plans to urbanize 
or industrialize. 
To me, this vote was wrong not simply because paving farmland doesn't make sense. It is also an 
enormous departure from our OCP; was conducted at the last meeting of this Council; and was done 
with no public consultation. Our OCP goes back to the 1970's, and reflects decades of careful thought, 
planning, and democratic process. As such, I think citizens deserve more thoughtful consultation before 
Councils attempt to throw away such important fundamentals of our OCP as our Urban Containment 
Boundaries - especially in the "bread basket" of the island. 
Before the election, please explain to everyone: why did you vote in favour of this motion? 
I await your response. Thank you for your time. 
Yours truly, 

-- 
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